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The months after were oriented to the
continuous development of the
predictive tools and the conception of
the final integration structure
responsible to aggregate all
mechanisms for the functionality of the
MONSOON platform.

The integration block it is the core of
the platform and it based on the
scenarios that the platform should
work. In fact, it will be performed
continuously and incrementally.

The project will enter into the last
period and many challenges will be
faced until we achieve the final
working platform. Keep tuned to us
and find more in this newsletter.

Dear reader,
We concluded another project semester,
full of developments and achievements.

This period started with the project shared
Workshop held in Frankfurt last October.
Organized by four SPIRE Projects and
coordinated by MONSOON consortium, the
event counted with the attendance of 108
participants and expertise's from different
countries and working sectors, such as
academic, industrial, R&D Centre's and
others.

Divided in two agenda alignments, the
event had lecturer sessions where each
project consortium presented their
developments and results and a Poster
Pitch area, where more technical
information was shared and discussed.

Beyond the opportunity to disseminate the
evolution of the 4 projects, the event was
very fruitful due to the constructive
discussion among the attendees, under the
subject "Digitalization of Process
Operations."

Marco Dias [GLN]
Project Dissemination Manager

This last Semester…  
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Under the MONSOON Plastic Domain use
cases are concentrating towards the
injection molding industry.

Injection molding production process
represents 2/3 of the overall number of
plastic parts manufactured. Almost 90% of
the total high-tech polymer materials
production is processed by injection
molding, from which 8.5% polymers are
used for the production of communication
or electronic products, 8% for automotive
products, 3% for medical equipment, 33%
for small house appliances and 42% for
sport, toys and packaging and other high
quality products. The actual market is very
demanding and, and the production of
plastic pieces is changing from a low quality
mass production to high quality injection
processes, where the pieces obtained must
comply with rigorous quality tests. The
characteristics of a certain piece do not
depend only on the raw material, but also
on the process of transformation used in its
fabrication.

Because of this, it is convenient to carry
out an exhaustive control of the injection
process, controlling all the parameters
present in this process. The process of
plastic injection is based on melting a
plastic material and make it flow inside a
mold, where a cavity is filled up, obtaining
various forms that allow obtaining a wide
variety of products.
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Data acquisition Systems for Plastics
The purpose of any data acquisition system
is to gather useful measurement data for
characterization, monitoring, or control.

Data acquisition is the process of
measuring electrical or physical
phenomenon such as voltage, current,
temperature, pressure, or sound in
concordance with real world physical

conditions and converting the resulting
samples into digital numeric values that
can be manipulated by a computer. They
typically convert analog waveforms into
digital values for processing.

The components of data acquisition
systems include: Sensors, Signal
conditioning systems and Analog to digital
converters - Convert the conditioned
sensor signals to digital values.

Data acquisition starts at the transduction
done to a physical phenomenon or physical
property of the process to be monitored.
Examples of this include temperature,
pressure, light intensity, gas pressure, fluid
flow, and force. Regardless of the type of
physical property to be measured, the
physical state that is to be measured must
first be transformed into a unified form
that can be sampled by a data acquisition
system. The task of performing such
transformations falls on devices called
sensors. The ability of a data acquisition
system to measure differing properties
depends on having sensors that are suited
to detect the various properties to be
measured.

The applicability of Data Acquisition to the
plastic injection process allows the data
scientists to look deeper in the process and
adjust the conditions to a better and more
efficiency production.

In the MONSOON project, sensors will be
applied to the mold tool to collect the
information regarding the temperature
and pressure in the mold cavity, in order to
interpret the mold behavior and adjust the
the variables according to the quality
results.
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The integration of MONSOON Platform
components will be performed continuously
and incrementally. The plan bases on the
current software architecture description of
MONSOON.

The MONSOON project not only develops
a distributed platform but is itself also
subject to a distributed development
process making “integration” a central
concern. In alignment with the Description
of Action a timeline is followed to ensure
a timely testing and system integration of
the MONSOON components.

In general, the integration serves for the
composition and concatenation of
different components and applications
and at the end of each iterative cycle this
prototype platform will be integrated and
deployed in both (aluminium and plastic)
domains.

After the components of a system are
developed and tested individually, they
can be joined together. In the course of
the integration, these components build a
complete and functioning software
system. The plan of component assembly
can be found within the software
architecture, because the architecture
determines the components, the
interfaces between these components
and the external interfaces.

As long as the system is not completely
integrated, the result of each integration
step is denoted as “partially integrated
system”. In general, a partially integrated
system is not executable, and therefore,
an integration test requires test drivers
and placeholder (stubs). A test driver
provides the partially integrated system
with test input. A placeholder acts in the
place of a component that is required by
the partially integrated system. But that is
not integrated, so far. A placeholder either
delivers constant values or simulates the
behavior of the replaced component more
or less realistic. Depending on the chosen
integration strategy, the number of
required test drivers and placeholders
increases. The development of intelligent
placeholders that simulate the behavior of
the missing component is more complex
than the development of test drivers. The
integration strategy needs to take this
aspect into account.

Incremental Integration
The incremental integration is performed
on a case-by-case basis. Depending on
whether the integration starts with the
main class or with the basic components,
the integration is called “top-down” or
“bottom-up”.

Top-Down Integration: it follows the
hierarchical structure of the architecture. If
the architecture defines a layered structure,
the main class and the components hosted
by the upper layer are integrated first.
Thereafter, the components on the next
underlying layer are integrated and so forth.
The advantage of this strategy lies in the
fast availability of an executable system.

Bottom-Up Integration: the testing is
conducted from sub module to main
module, if the main module is not
developed, a temporary program called
DRIVERS is used to simulate the main
module. With this approach, fault is more
easily located compared to big bang
integration and no time is wasted waiting
for all components to be available.

Continuous Integration
This different approach arises from the
Extreme Programming paradigm. In order
to rapidly build an executable system and to
enable the developers to equally work
together on different parts of the system,
new and modified components need to be
continuously integrated in a simple and fast
manner. As soon as a new component is
completed, it is integrated and tested. The
integration takes place within a separated
environment – on a dedicated integration
machine – which is detached from the
development environment.
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PROJECT
MEETINGS

MONSOON Social Communication

FAKUMA 2018 
[FRIEDRICHSHAFEN] October 2018

TMS (annual Alumium meeting)
[SAN ANTONIO]  December 2018

Future Aluminium Forum (ICSOBA session)
[WARSAW] March 2019

Workshop: il project management nel 
contesto dell'insustria 4.0

[REGGIO EMILIA] March 2019

Digitized Operations for Sustainable Process Industries 
(MONSOON WORKSHOP)

[FRANKFURT] October 2018
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I T A L Y G E R M A N Y G R E E C E

S L O V A K I A F R A N C E F R A N C E

P O R T U G A L S P A I N I T A L Y

G E R M A N Y F R A N C E

claudio.pastrone@linksfoundation.com

https://twitter.com/MONSOON_EU

https://www.spire2030.eu/monsoon

LINKS

http://www.fit.fraunhofer.de/en.html
http://www.iti.gr/iti/index.html
http://www.tuke.sk/wps/portal
http://www.riotinto.com/aluminium-83.aspx
http://www.gln.pt/en
http://www.en.aenor.es/aenor/inicio/home/home.asp
http://www.lcengineering.eu/
http://www.kunststoff-institut.de/
https://www.capgemini.com/
https://www.spire2030.eu/monsoon
mailto:pastrone@ismb.it
https://twitter.com/MONSOON_EU
mailto:pastrone@ismb.it
https://twitter.com/MONSOON_EU
https://www.spire2030.eu/monsoon

